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Organizations and government administrations alike 
are faced with the challenge of adhering to ‘Know Your  
Customer’ (KYC) regulations and delivering quick and  
simple mobile onboarding capabilities within a  
continuously evolving space. Although compliance  
regulations for these types of applications are unique 
for each country and market, organizations around 
the world are universally faced with new and ongoing  
challenges that drive high levels of expectations from  
users who continuously push for self-service automation. 
To improve the user experience and reduce abandonment 
rates, it is critical to deliver mobile experiences that are 
quick, efficient, and simple to use. 

KYC and Mobile Onboarding

Mobile onboarding & KYC  
increases completion rates  

by nearly 60%

Reduce Data Keying. Meet KYC & Compliance 
Guidelines. Speed Customer Acquisition.

Available for integration into mobile apps, a2ia Mobility  
significantly reduces the need for data keying and speeds 
the KYC, customer acquisition, and enrollment process. 
Driven by innovative and intuitive features that automatically 
locate, capture and extract identifying data from IDs and  
supporting documents, a2ia Mobility is backed by more  
than 25 years of R&D focused on artificial intelligence,  
image analysis, and machine learning. 

a2ia Mobility delivers  a new way for organizations to capture 
data and integrate it into their workflows. A2iA’s patented 
software sits client-side and reduces the time and cost  
associated with these processes. Quickly open a new  
account, apply for a loan, transfer money or simply gain  
intelligence about the user.  With its global footprint, a2ia 
Mobility enables apps to quickly capture data from:

• International travel documents such as passports and 
visas from more than 230 countries

• Drivers’ licenses
• Proof of residency documents or utility bills
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A Global Footprint with Intuitive Capabilities for a Simple User Experience

The first step in KYC and onboarding is to confirm the user’s 
identity by capturing a document with their personal data.  
With its patented Auto-Locate™ feature, a2ia  Mobility™ 
automatically takes a photo of the document without any 
user interaction and regardless of its orientation. This  
simplifies the user experience and helps to ensure a clean  
and usable image is captured for further processing  
or storage requirements as they relate to KYC and  
compliance guidelines. 

• International travel documents such as passports and 
visas from more than 230 countries

• Drivers’ licenses
• Proof of residency documents or utility bills

All image preprocessing, including shadow and noise  
removal, as well as orientation correction and data  
recognition, is performed on the device without any server  
connection or Wi-Fi, enabling processing to take place from 
anywhere, at any time. Then, using the extracted data, the 
KYC or onboarding app can pre-fill mobile forms or perform 
additional validation requirements, reducing the need for 
data keying. 

a2ia Mobility is a key component within KYC and onboarding 
apps that helps organizations achieve regulatory  
requirements, reduces their risk for fraud, as well as  
increases completion rates by improving customer  
engagement with a simplified user experience.

• Accelerate customer acquisition & KYC processes
• Deliver a simple user experience
• Increase transaction completion rates
• Mitigate risk and fraud

 mBoarding
 Customer Enrollment
 New Account Opening
 Mortgage Processing Applications
 KYC

— Data Validation 
by User Prior to 
Submission to the 
Workflow
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